


Abstract—We have presented a controllable and human-readable
polynomial neural network (CR-PNN) that is the first human-readable
neural network. One can imagine its influence on system identification.
Subsequently, we developed a relation spectrum in a medical application,
which is likely to stand alongside the Fourier spectrum. However, the system
analysis methodology is incomplete in contrast to signal processing
methodology. Here, we presented the system filters for the first time. In this
paper, we used the simulation system to verify the availability of the system
analysis methodology. The system analysis methodology showed great
properties in system identification and filter. The contribution of this paper
is the system analysis methodology: transform method (CR-PNN), relation
spectrum, and system filter design.

(We're strong believers in Open Source, and provide system analysis
methodology code for others.

GitHub: https://github.com/liugang1234567/CR-PNN#cr-pnn)

Index Terms—CR-PNN, relation Spectrum, system
identification, system filters, transfer function

I. INTRODUCTION

For years, system parameter identification is a classic problem in
signal modeling. Concretely, it is basic for system analysis and control
design [1, 2] and become a hot issue in the field of control and signal
modeling [3, 4]. A neural network (NN) is an excellent “toy” that can
learn a complex, nonlinear function [5-7]. However, unfortunately,
over the years, NN is often ineffective for system identification due to
its “black box” nature. Lately, Gang Liu et al., the authors of the
system analysis methodology, presented a Human-Readable NN,
called CR-PNN, which may compensate this regret [8].
For centuries, Fourier spectrum has crucial applications in various

fields. In essence, Fourier spectrum is the amplitudes of trigonometric
function decomposed from the original function. Do you remember the
other famous decompose method, Taylor expansion? Taylor
expansion decomposes original function to a series of polynomials.
However, Taylor expansion has been still “sleeping” in a math book.
Here, we try to “wake up” it and constitute a polynomial spectrum or
relation spectrum that represents the relationship of input and output.
A filter is a tool used to remove undesired components and remain

needed components. In previous studies, the filter is usually used for
signal processing. Here, we show the filter to use for removing the
functional components in the system for the first time.
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This methodology offers a fresh perspective on system analysis,
and the system analysis methodology consists of three main parts:
transform method (CR-PNN), relation spectrum, and system filter.

II. THE PROCESS OFMETHODOLOGY

The process is shown as follows:
1. For an unknown system, we should use CR-PNN to simulate

the real system.
2. Translate the CR-PNN model into the relation spectrum.
3. Design system filter.

Measured system (Matlab code):
2 2

1 2 3 4 5 4 6 7 4 80 2 4 5 8 0y x x x x x x x x x x       
Input:

Input Matlab code

1x I(:,1)=sin(1.5*t);

2x I(:,2)=sin(1/2*t+60);

3x I(:,3)=sawtooth(2*t+60);

4x I(:,4)=sin(5*t+20);

5x I(:,5)=sawtooth(1/4*t+100);

6x I(:,6)=sin(2*t+20);

7x I(:,7)=sin(3*t+34);

8x I(:,8)=sin(1/9*t+25);

Output:

Output Matlab code

y S(:,1)=I(:,1)-2*I(:,3)+4*I(:,4).^2-5*I(:,5).*I(:,4)+8*I
(:,6).^2-I(:,7).*I(:,4);

III. HOW TO USE CR-PNN

Without a doubt, if we transform all real systems to Taylor
expansion, we could identify the system parameters.
CR-PNN is the tool to achieve this transformation [8]. CR-PNN is

the Taylor expansion in the form of a network. The number of layers
represents precision. In the literature, we imitate derivatives in Taylor
expansion by the error back-propagation algorithm. Coefficients of
Taylor expansion are stored in the weight W of the network.
Here, as an example, we show a system that contains 8 inputs and 1

output in figure 1. L represents the pre-estimated degree of the
system. We recommend approximating the real system form a low
degree to a high degree. Additionally, the input should be normalized
into [-1, 1], the output had better be normalized into [-1, 1].
The result of the approximation of theMeasured system is shown in

figure 2.
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Fig. 1. Transform method (CR-PNN).

Fig. 2. Result of approximation using CR-PNN with L=3.

IV. HOW TO USE RELATION SPECTRUM
Because the computational complexity of CR-PNN is very low,

we could generate the relation spectrum (Our code: Read_PNN).
Two explanations about the relation spectrum are shown as

follows:
(1) The relation spectrum expresses the impact to output variable

from the input variable, and the impact contains independent and
interaction effects in different orders.
(2) It is widely known that every functional relationship can be

expressed by the accumulation of trigonometric function or
polynomial. For the expression of a trigonometric function, the
typical example is Fourier frequency spectrum. Here, the relation
spectrum is the polynomial spectrum.
The relation spectrum for theMeasured system is shown in figure 3.

Furthermore, the relation spectrum can be read by way of a checklist.
“Position of items” corresponds to “Items” in Table I. [ In the
application, we check the list by code. Example: Matlab code: t(120)]

Fig. 3. Relation spectrum. The coefficient of item is almost equal to the
Measured system.[ Errors may derive from the similarity of input.]

TABLE I
POSITION OF ITEM

Position Item

1 3
1x

2 2
1 2x x

3 2
1 3x x

4 2
1 4x x

…

45
1x

…
109

3x
…

115 2
4x

…
120

4 5x x
…

127
4 7x x

…
149 2

6x

V. HOW TO USE SYSTEM FILTER

Here, we show an example. Assumption: 4 7x x is regarded as the

noise. The CR-PNN model without noise is expressed as:
2 2

1 3 4 4 5 60.9538 1.959 3.996 5 7.752cr pnny x x x x x x     

Where cr pnny  is the output of the CR-PNN model without noise.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

For more researchers in different areas to understand and use this
system analysis methodology, the paper is very short. However, we
demonstrated the properties of the methodology by a lucid measured
system.
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1) CR-PNN has shown outstanding approximation properties in
figure 2.
2) The relation spectrum reproduced the measured system and
showed excellent analysis properties (see Fig.3 and TABLE I).
3) The system filter is feasible.
The novel system analysis methodology may benefit researchers in

many fields, especially for researchers in the signal modeling and
system analysis.
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